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	2017 August Cisco Official New Released 400-151 Dumps in Lead2pass.com!  100% Free Download! 100% Pass Guaranteed! 

Cisco New Released Exam 400-151 exam questions are now can be download from Lead2pass! All questions and answers are the

latest! 100% exam pass guarantee! Get this IT exam certification in a short time! Following questions and answers are all new

published by Cisco Official Exam Center: https://www.lead2pass.com/400-151.html  QUESTION 161When a host Cisco Network

Assistant is attached to two different Cisco Nexus 5000 Series Switches is a requirement of the host NIC interfaces when attempting

to use FCoE from the host? A.    LACP is the only method to enable the host-side NIC teaming for FCoE.B.    The host/NICs must

be capable of supporting link aggregation.C.    LACP mode ,,vPC is the correct Cisco Network Assistant parameter configuration.D. 

  The host-side NIC team name must match what is configured in the vPC peers.E.    The NIC drivers must be configured for the

,,Cisco vPC option = onAnswer: B QUESTION 162Where is FIP negotiated? A.    between E Nodes and VF portsB.    between E

Nodes and F NodesC.    between VF portsD.    between VN portsE.    between VN ports and VF ports and FCFs Answer: E 

QUESTION 163Drag and Drop QuestionDrag and drop two configurations that should fail without data loss from the left column

into the 2 Devices Lost column on the right.   Answer:    QUESTION 164The Cisco Nexus 1000v Series switches can configure

traditional SPAN sessions. Which three statements about the local SPAN source ports are true? (Choose three) A.    It can be port

type Ethernet, virtual Ethernet, or port-channel.B.    It can be configured to monitor the direction of the traffic.C.    It must be in the

same VLAN.D.    It cannot be on a different host VEM as the destination port.E.    It cannot be a port profile.F.    It must be in the

same VSAN. Answer: ABD QUESTION 165Which two statements about OTV are true?(Choose two) A.    The authoritative edge

device is the active forwarder for multicast and unknown unicast for all VLANs.B.    The join interface must be a Layer 2 interface.

C.    no special license is required for OTV.D.    OTV requires a separate VDC if SVIs for the extended VLANs are to be configured

on the same switch.E.    Only one join interface can be specified per overlay.F.    OTV runs over a distance victor routing protocol.

Answer: DE QUESTION 166Which three options are types of iSCSI node names? (Choose three) A.    extended unique identifierB. 

  iSCSI unique identifierC.    extended qualified nameD.    network address authorityE.    iSCSI qualified nameF.    network qualified

name Answer: ADE QUESTION 167Which Cisco Nexus 1000v Switch CLI command is used to verify the connection between the

Cisco Nexus 1000v Series Switch and VMware? A.    show moduleB.    show svs domainC.    show svd domainD.    show svs

connectionsE.    show svd console Answer: D QUESTION 168Which three statements about the Cisco Fibre Channel Domain

feature are true? (Choose three) A.    It is responsible for domain ID distribution.B.    It is responsible for fabric reconfiguration.C.   

The domains are configured on a switch-wide basis.D.    It functions as described in the FC-EE standards.E.    It acts as relay agent

for the FC ID allocations that are distributed by the Fibre Channel Time Server(ff.ff.fb)F.    It is responsible for principal switch

selection. Answer: ABF QUESTION 169Which three option are valid ACE health probes? (Choose three) A.    FingerB.    ECHOC. 

  IPSecD.    TFTPE.    SSHF.    SIP Answer: ABF QUESTION 170Refer to the exhibit. Which two statement are true? (Choose two)

  A.    The ntp commit command is required when making NTP configuration changes.B.    TACACS+ shared-secret configuration

entries are not propagated by Cisco Fabric Services.C.    The copy running-configuration startup-configuration fabric command

saves the configuration only on the MDS where it is entered.D.    RADIUS and TACACS+ cannot be enabled for Cisco Fabric

Services at the same times.E.    The role commit command is required when making role configuration changes. Answer: AB 

QUESTION 171Refer to the exhibit. Which statement about the procedure to verify that the VSM is connected to vCenter Server is

true?   A.    Install a new extension key and unregister the old extension key.B.    Unregister the old extension key and install a new

extension keyC.    Unregister the extension key.D.    Install a new extension key.E.    Issue no connect and connect commands.

Answer: B QUESTION 172Which Ether Type is used to identify FIP? A.    0x8905B.    0x8914C.    0x8906D.    0x8915 Answer: B

Explanation:

http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/switches/datacenter/nexus5000/sw/fcoe/513_n1_1/b_Cisco_n5k_fcoe_config_gd_re_513_n1_

1/b_Cisco_n5k_fcoe_config_gd_re_513_n1_1_chapter_010.html QUESTION 173Refer to exhibit. Which two statements are

true?(Choose two)   A.    VSAN 99 is definitely not configured on the remote switch.B.    B2B credit must not be 255 on the remote

switch for VSAN 99.C.    Links operating at 2Gbp support only one VSAN.D.    Domain ID overlap could cause VSAN 99 isolation.

E.    The zone set database for VSAN 99 does not meet merge requirements. Answer: DE QUESTION 174Which two statements

about the Fibre Channel over Ethernet Virtual Link Establishment are true? (Choose two) A.    FLOGI/FDISC ACCEPT is part of

the FCoE protocol.B.    Fibre Channel commands are part of the FIP protocol.C.    VLAN discovery is part of FIP protocol.D.    FCF

discovery is part of FCoE protocol.E.    FLOGI/FDISC is part of the FIP protocol. Answer: CE QUESTION 175Refer to exhibit.

ABC Company recently implemented the network load balancing solution across distributed data centers. It does not work as

expected. Which option is possible solution to address the issue?   A.    Enable selective unknown unicast flooding.B.    Add static
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ARP entry on Cisco Nexus for both load balancers.C.    Add a new OTV broadcast groupD.    Use a dedicated VLAN for network

load balancer. Answer: A QUESTION 176Which two actions are necessary to configure FCoE on the Cisco Nexus 7000

Switches?(choose two) A.    The dedicated and shared interfaces are configured.B.    The system quality of service is disabled.C.   

The module is licensed for Layer 2 and Layer 3.D.    The Cisco Nexus 7000 has the FCoE feature enabled.E.    The two required

storage virtual contexts are created. Answer: AD QUESTION 177Drag and Drop QuestionDrag and drop the correct description on

the left onto the protocols and features on the right. Not all options will be used.   Answer:    QUESTION 178Refer to exhibit.

Which option describes what happens to a packet with an MTU of 2158 when it is switched from E1/1 to E1/2?   A.    It is punted to

the CPU.B.    It is dropped.C.    It is fragmented.D.    It is forwarded with no fragmentation. Answer: D QUESTION 179Refer to

exhibit. Which two statements are true?(Choose two)   A.    Four port channels are configured and they all are up.B.    Two

appliance ports are configured.C.    One port is not configured.D.    No uplinks ports are configured.E.    No Server ports are

configured. Answer: CD QUESTION 180Which three statements about the virtual service domain on Cisco Nexus 1000v Switch are

true? (Choose Three) A.    Service virtual machine only snoops the data and is used for monitoring purpose.B.    Any traffic coming

into the VSD or going out of the VSD must go through the service virtual machine.C.    A virtual service domain (VSD) allows you

to classify and separate traffic for network service.D.    vMotion is supported for the service virtual machine and should not be

disabled.E.    A VSD is the collection of interfaces that are guarded by the service virtual machine.F.    The show

virtualservice-domainname command displays the configuration for this VSD port profile. Answer: BCE Lead2pass gives the latest,

authoritative and complete 400-151 braindumps for 400-151 exam, because of that, all of our candidates pass 400-151 certification

without any problem. The biggest feature is the regular update of 400-151 PDF and VCE, which keeps our candidates' knowledge up

to date and ensures their 400-151 exam success. 400-151 new questions on Google Drive: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3Syig5i8gpDQ0lSRmpvekFXeWs  2017 Cisco 400-151 exam dumps (All 372 Q&As) from

Lead2pass:  https://www.lead2pass.com/400-151.html [100% Exam Pass Guaranteed]
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